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Fedora 13 alpha arrives amid controversy

Mar. 12, 2010

The Fedora project has released an alpha version of Fedora 13
featuring automatic print-driver installation, the Btrfs filesystem,
enhanced 3D driver support, and much more. Meanwhile, on

LWN.net, Jonathan Corbet reports on the growing controversy in the Fedora
community over the quantity and quality of updates.

This techie-focused Fedora is known as a cutting-edge, community-driven upstream
contributor to Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL). Expected to ship in final form in
May, Fedora 13 follows the final release of Fedora 12 in November. Fedora 12
added speed optimizations for i686 CPUs and the Intel Atom, and enhanced
support for IPv6, Bluetooth, virtualization, multimedia, and power management
features. Fedora 12 also added support for the netbook-oriented Moblin desktop
environment, in the form of a Fedora 12 Moblin Fedora Remix edition.

Plug and play printing -- yea!

From the end-user perspective, one of the most noticeable improvements to Fedora
13 is automatic print driver installation. Using the RPM and PackageKit for automatic
installation, printer drivers may have finally reached plug-and-play status.

In addition, the user account tool has been completely redesigned, and the
accountsdialog and accountsservice test packages are available to streamline
configuration of personal information, says the Fedora project. Color management
has also been improved, and Fedora has added automatic installation of language
packs, says the project.

Moving up to Linux 2.6.32, which was released in early December, Fedora 13 adds
kernel-related features including memory de-deduplication, ATI R600/700 3D and
KMS support, and Btrfs filesystem improvements and speedups. Other cited
enhancements tied to the 2.6.32 kernel include a CFQ low latency mode, tracing
improvements, soft limits in the memory controller, and support for Intel's upcoming
"Moorestown" version of the Atom processor.

3D driver taps Nvidia cards

3D graphics support is also said to be improved, including support for Nvidia
systems via the open source Nouveau Gallium3D driver. "We are one step closer to
having 3D supported on completely free and open source software (FOSS) drivers,"
says the Fedora project, adding that Fedora now supports a wide range of NVidia
cards. In addition, Fedora 13 now offers enhanced webcam support, including
support for low-cost dual-mode cameras, which typically lack memory card slots.

The RPM package manager has moved up to RPM 4.8 Beta 1, which adds
enhancements such as ordered erasures, smarter dependency loop handling,
revamped Python bindings, and numerous bug fixes, says the Fedora project. In
addition, kernel space file system code and the I/O stack "now have the ability to
use information from certain types of storage about how best to layout data."
Specifically, the kernel exports information about the optimal byte alignment for a
partition, the optimal and minimum IO sizes, and whether or not the device is
rotational, says the project.

The Upstart init system is now said to provide incremental steps towards moving to
native Upstart scripts. The Anaconda installer, meanwhile, has gained a fresh UI,
and enhanced options for advanced storage usage, says the Fedora project.

Fedora's NetworkManager has now gained a command line interface (CLI), as well
as support for current signal strength, 3G cellular technology, roaming status, and
Bluetooth Dial-up Networking (DUN), says the project. Meanwhile, MPI
enhancements include support for MPI compilers and runtimes that are now
managed at the userlevel in Fedora with environment modules.

Fedora 13 uses the KDE 4.4 desktop environment by default, bringing features
such as PolicyKit 1, the KAuth backend, and improved PulseAudio integration, says
the project. Mozilla's Firefox browser, meanwhile, has now been upgraded to
version 3.6.1, offering built-in personas, full-screen HTML 5 video, the Gecko 1.9.2
web rendering platform, and other improvements.

Is Fedora's 3D support getting slower?
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Over at Phoronix, Michael Larabel has dug in a little deeper into the alpha release,
and notes the latest packages for X Server 1.8 and DisplayPort monitor support
among other Fedora 13 enhancements (see link farther below). He also offers some
early OpenGL benchmarks to test out new Intel 3D support incorporated in the
release, and finds that at least with the alpha, Fedora 13 ran slower than Fedora 12,
although faster than Fedora 11. He adds, "It was these Intel packages last year that
killed the netbook experience for a short while as Intel's developers addressed
fallout from all of the invasive changes that went on with their Linux graphics stack
in recent years."

Fedora community kvetches over updates

At LWN.net this week, Jonathan Corbet reports unrest on Fedora mailing lists about
the frantic pace, growing quantity, and shoddy quality of package updates. Noting
that this may be more than "yet another Fedora flame war," Corbet writes that a
growing number of Fedora users are fed up with the accelerating churn in a distro
that they believe should begin mellowing out into the more sustainable pace of
middle age.

As a testing pad for recent Linux kernel releases, and the upstream inspiration for
many features that end up in RHEL and other distributions, Fedora is known for its
"adventurous updates," as Corbet puts it. Its users expect more change and cutting
edge software than are typically found in more consumer-friendly distros, he
suggests. However, over 600 package updates were made to the Fedora 11 release
alone in just the last month, he reports. "There are limits," he writes.

Specific user beefs are said to include the discovery that a routine update
significantly changed the behavior of the Thunderbird email client. An additional
Thunderbird update was also said to have caused problems. More recently, KDE
users were surprised to discover that a "stable update" moved them to the 4.4
release, "breaking things for some users," writes Corbet.

Proposals for taming this chaos include moving to a rolling release schedule, as
well as freezing releases, or making releases look like "a moderately-slowed version
of Rawhide." Others note that the "Bodhi" update review process is often
circumvented, without user testing and voting, leading to quality problems.

So far, writes Corbet, Fedora's governance institutions have yet to agree on
solutions. He concludes: "Until those institutions act, Fedora risks looking like a
contentious organization lacking a clear idea of what it is trying to do."

Availability

The Fedora 13 Alpha announcement may be found here, and the release notes
should be here. As usual with an alpha release, Fedora notes that there are
numerous bugs, and that users should take appropriate cautions.

The Phoronix story on the alpha release may be found here, and the LWN.net story
(subscription content) on the controversy over Fedora updates should be here.

-- Eric Brown
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Approaching the Linux Desktop
The purpose of this paper is to help organizations evaluate the Linux desktop against their own enterprise needs
and discover what benefits the Linux desktop might bring to their organizations.

Migrating To Linux: Application Challenges and Solutions
Several solutions exist to help organizations migrate in an orderly fashion from Windows to Linux desktops. This
paper establishes the characteristics of an ideal cross-platform solution and reviews these alternatives in light of
this ideal standard. The paper takes a closer look at the pros and cons of various solutions and outlines the
business benefits that can be achieved.

Linux Advantages: Publicly Available Information on Linux Software
This paper offers a brief summary of readily-available Linux information to help businesses sort out this widely
misunderstood operating system.

Top 5 Strategies for Managing Linux
Despite continuous evolution in the manageability of Linux, a 2006 survey cited manageability concerns as a top
reason why organizations are hesitating to adopt Linux. Levanta believes Linux can be as manageable, if not more
so, than other operating systems by following key strategies. These strategic recommendations were developed
from experiences in numerous customer environments, both large and small.

Why Choose Novell for Linux?
This paper outlines the benefits of switching to the Linux platform and choosing Novell as a high-performance,
enterprise solution.

Enterprise Linux Selection Guide
Considering moving your enterprise to the Linux operating system? Since there are so many similar versions,
choosing the right one can be tough. This paper offers a clear process to help you make an informed decision and
get the features, support, and cost that are right for your business and technical needs.

Overcoming Challenges in Managing Linux
Levanta has created a new administration model with innovative technology that breaks down the barriers to
making the most of Linux systems. This paper will provide an in-depth look at the workings of Levantaâ€™s
product, the first Linux appliance of its kind.

SUSE Linux Enterprise 10 for Retail Businesses
Discover why major retailers have switched to SUSE Linux Enterprise Desktop in the back office. SUSE Linux
Enterprise Desktop 10 is a low-cost desktop that offers a complete set of productivity applications and
interoperates seamlessly with the other Windows, Macintosh and UNIX desktops in your store.

Moving to a Linux Desktop
Migrating from Windows to Linux on the desktop can be a substantial undertaking because it has the potential for
touching -- and perhaps disrupting -- every user in your organization. Unlike a data center (server and
infrastructure) migration that is largely transparent to users, the cultural and administrative transitions and
environment readiness required to support a Linux desktop migration are extensive.

Seven Good Reasons to Exchange Exchange
This paper describes seven compelling reasons why you should switch from Exchange to Scalix.
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